1. Priest and Hull in their expose on Walter Reed Medical Facility note that some of their
sources feared retribution by the Army if their names were quoted in the article, this is an
example of:
a. context
b. accountability
c. transparency
d. verification
2. The mother of a solider hospitalized at Walter Reed Medical Facility is what type of
source?
a. self-interested
b. authoritative
c. independent
d. a and c
e. b and c
3. Priest and Hull explain that Walter Reed is “the best known of the Army’s medical centers
[. . .] It has treated the wounded from every war since, and nearly one of every four service
members injured in Iraq and Afghanistan.” This is an example of:
a. context
b. accountability
c. verigification
d. independence
4. The report on Walter Reed is an example of the press performing its role as:
a. the fourth estate
b. watchdog role
c. tabloid
d. editorial journalism
e. a and b
f. c and d
5. By including “Walter Reed is awash in the generosity of volunteers, businesses and
celebrities who donate money, plane tickets, telephone cards and steak dinners,” this is an
example of:
a. fairness
b. balance
c. verification
d. transparency
6. The verification process in Shattered Glass failed because:
a. sources were not credited
b. sources were not checked
c. sources were all opinions
d. sources were not independent

7. The director of Shattered Glass writes: "When people can no longer believe what they
read, their only choices will be to either turn to television for their daily news, or to stop
seeking out news entirely. Either path, I think, is a very dangerous one for this country."
What Rays worry is if journalism lacks . . .
a. context
b. transparency
c. accountability
d. opinion
8. What is the function of peer review before and after a story is published?
a. context
b. transparency
c. accountability
d. verification
9. The writer at Forbes who uncovered Stephen Glass’s frabrication was:
a. Martin Peretz
b. Charles Lane
c. Adam Penenberg
d. Michael Kelly
10. Stephen Glass fabricated how many of the 41 articles he wrote?
a. 20
b. 27
c. 35
d. all of them

